In this paper we consider a conservative discretization of the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. We propose an extension of Arakawa's classical finite difference scheme for fluid flow in the vorticity-stream function formulation to a high order discontinuous Galerkin approximation. In addition, we show numerical simulations that demonstrate the accuracy of the scheme and verify the conservation properties, which are essential for long time integration. Furthermore, we discuss the massively parallel implementation on graphic processing units.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to develop a novel conservative space discretization for the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
where the Poisson bracket is given by {ψ, ω} = ψ x ω y −ψ y ω x , ω is the vorticity and ψ the streamfunction. In 1966 Arakawa introduced a finite difference approximation that conserves the single linear (vorticity) and the two quadratic invariants (kinetic energy and enstrophy) of equation (1) for D = 0. The conservation properties of this scheme are important as they enable the long time integration of this equation without introducing numerical instabilities and other unphysical artifacts.
Despite these advantages, Arakawa's scheme was not appreciated in many physical applications because it is not generalizable to three dimension. However, in recent years it has received increasing attention from the plasma physics community. In magnetized plasmas the time-and length-scales of low-frequency drift wave dynamics parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field can be separated. The fluid-like advection and transport by drift wave turbulence is thus, essentially, a quasi two-dimensional phenomenon. This was exploited early, e.g. by the Hasegawa-Wakatani standard model [1] for dissipative drift wave turbulence. Also in more recent gyrofluid models [2] the advection operators split into derivatives along and perpendicular to the magnetic field line, making two-dimensional Poisson brackets reappear in a three dimensional model. The numerical simulation of these equations is a challenging task and there is a need for efficient methods that are parallelizable and accurate.
In this context Arakawa's scheme has been re-considered in ref. [3] and is regarded as preferable compared to specific spectral and finite difference schemes with respect to conservation properties. In ref. [4] the Arakawa method has been compared to higher-order extrema preserving upwind methods, which in contrast are designed to ensure positivity. Positivity preserving methods would be favorable for applications where strong variations in advected quantities appear, like in shocks or in scrape-off layer fusion plasmas, whereas energy and enstrophy preservation is essential to ensure accuracy of long time scale phenomena, like the generation of zonal flows and mean equilibrium shear flows in the edge of fusion plasmas.
In recent years discontinuous Galerkin (dG) methods have been investigated as an excellent alternative to finite difference and finite volume schemes in numerical simulations involving both parabolic as well as hyperbolic problems (for the advection dominated case see, for example, the review article [5] ). Such methods combine many advantages of finite element methods (such as the ease of handling complicated geometry) with properties more commonly associated with finite difference approximations. Examples of the latter includes the absence of a global mass matrix. In addition, the nearest neighbor character of high order dG discretizations facilitates an efficient parallel implementation.
Our goal in this paper is therefore to extend the scheme proposed by Arakawa to a high order dG method. That is, we propose a dG method that conserves the vorticity, kinetic energy, and enstrophy and show that such a scheme exhibits significant gains in accuracy as compared to finite difference approximations. In addition, we demonstrate the feasibility of efficient parallelization by providing an implementation on graphic processing units (GPUs). The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we provide a derivation of the finite difference scheme introduced in [6] without explicitly using the conditions imposed by the conservation of the linear and quadratic invariants. This then allows us to extend the before mentioned approach to dG methods, resulting in a conservative dG scheme (section 3). In section 4 we derive the coefficients of the discrete derivative matrices by employing orthogonal Legendre-polynomials as the basis. The implementation thereof is briefly described in section 5, where we also emphasize the high parallel efficiency of our dG methods by showing results from CPU and GPU run time measurements. We then numerically verify the previously claimed conservative properties of our newly derived scheme. In sections 5 and 6 we present results from the time-integration of the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. We evaluate the order of our discretization and examine the conservation properties using the well known Lamb dipole solution [7] . Finally, we conclude in section 7.
Arakawa's scheme as a consequence of the product rule
In the absence of viscosity, equation (1) conserves the total vorticity V , the kinetic energy E, and the enstrophy Ω, as given by
if periodic or impermeable walls are imposed on the boundary of the domain C. Note that Green's formula yields the following practical identity for the energy E =
The conservation of vorticity is derived by integrating over the whole domain.
For the last equality we integrate by parts and use the boundary conditions. We derive the conservation of E and Ω by multiplying equation (1) by ψ and ω respectively (before conducting the integration). This yields
Here we have used the product rule on the right hand side and integration by parts to show the last identity. In the seminal paper by Arakawa [6] a finite difference approximation of the Poisson bracket {f, g} = f x g y − f y g x is constructed such that the discrete versions of the integrals
hold true. These requirements imply, that V is exactly conserved in a linear time integration scheme, while E and Ω are conserved up to errors of the time-stepping scheme only. Arakawa proceeds by determining conditions on the coefficients of a general finite difference scheme such that the constraints given by equations (5a)-(5c) are satisfied. However, we will introduce a different approach here. This approach provides a simpler construction of the finite difference scheme obtained in [6] and makes the generalization to the dG methods considered in this paper straightforward.
To that end let us remark that in the continuous case, by using the product rule and integration by parts as shown above, the constraints (5a)-(5c) are immediately satisfied, if periodic or homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are assumed. However, contrary to integration by parts, the product rule is no longer true, in general, if the constraints are discretized. This is most easily demonstrated with second order centered differences. In this case, we have
where we have used h to denote the cell size. We now argue that the violation of the product rule lies at the heart of the problem, as instead of {f, g} = f x g y − f y g x we could just as well discretize {f, g} = (f g y ) x − (f g x ) y or {f, g} = (f x g) y − (f y g) x . All of these representations are equivalent in the continuous case, by virtue of the product rule, but are, in general, different if a space discretization is considered. Thus, instead of choosing a single representation let us use an equal superposition, i.e.
where D x and D y denote the finite difference operator in the x and ydirection, respectively. It is straightforward to see why this construction works. For the purpose of this demonstration we consider equation (5b), which once discretized by the above scheme can be written as
where the integral in the finite difference case is defined as the appropriate summation weighted by the cell size. Using integration by parts (but not the product rule) and neglecting boundary terms, we find at once that
Thus, we are left with
which yields zero, as is necessary to satisfy equation (5b). Note that the scheme given by equation (6) is exactly the scheme obtained by Arakawa. However, it has been constructed without explicitly deriving rather tedious conditions on the coefficients of the finite difference scheme. In [6] an additional term, denoted by J xx ij , is considered. It results from the space discretization of
but it is found that the coefficient of this term vanishes, if conservation is to be achieved. This, however, is evident in our framework as it is not connected to the product rule (even though it clearly does satisfy the order conditions and constitutes a valid approximation of second order).
A conservative discontinuous Galerkin approximation
In the previous section we have demonstrated that the failure of the classic finite difference approximations to conserve certain invariants can be analyzed by considering the violation of the product rule in the discrete setting. This approach then leads to an alternative way of deriving the conservative finite difference scheme discovered by Arakawa.
Let us now employ a dG method to discretize the problem in space. To that end let us approximate a function f (x) by projecting it on the space generated by a set of orthonormal basis functions p n0 , p n1 , . . . , p n,P −1 , where the cell index is denoted by n. The coefficients f ni are then given by
where the n-th cell is defined as C n = [x n−1/2 , x n+1/2 ]. The extension to two dimensions is immediate for a tensor product grid; therefore, we will restrict the discussion in this section to the case of a single dimension. In addition, it is necessary to discretize the derivative of f . For the following discussion let us assume that
Since we discretize an advection equation we set (see e.g. [8] )
where the numerical flux is denoted byf (We will consider an explicit form of the numerical flux later in this section). From this expression, it can be deduced, using integration by parts, that
From the discussion in the previous section we know that we need to employ integration by parts as well as the product rule to show conservation of the invariants under consideration. It is now our goal to investigate if these properties hold true in the present context. For that purpose let us consider the following expression
Using equation (8) we get
By employing the orthonormality condition as well as integrating by parts we obtain
which upon using equation (8) gives
This expression relates the error made in the integration by parts to the value at the boundaries and the error in the numerical flux.
In the preceding discussion we have used a generic numerical flux. That is, all the results in this section, up to this point, are true independently of the specific numerical flux under consideration. To be more concrete let us now choose the standard flux, i.e. we assumê
where for f : [a, b] → R and periodic boundary conditions, we assume that
and for homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions we assume that
Let us note that for the standard flux and P = 1 (i.e. using a piecewise constant approximation in each cell) the scheme reduces to the classic centered difference scheme of second order. Continuing our discussion of the dG method, where we now assume that the numerical flux is given by equation (10), we observe that n f g|
where we have used the notation
In addition, the following expression for the numerical flux holds true
which, by using summation by parts, can be written as
If we now compute the sum of the three terms in equation (9) together, we immediately see that
This is the desired result which implies that we can use integration by parts for our dG method. Furthermore, we are now in a position to construct a conservative dG scheme by approximating the Poisson bracket as follows
where analogous to Arakawa's scheme J ++ , J +x , and J x+ are the dG approximations corresponding to {f, g} = f x g y − f y g x , {f, g} = (f g y ) x − (f g x ) y , and {f, g} = (f x g) y − (f y g) x , respectively. This scheme then, in accordance with the discussion in the previous section, conserves the vorticity, the kinetic energy, and the enstrophy as the semi-discretized differential is evolved in time.
Based on the discussion in this and the previous sections one might be tempted to conjecture that the constructed scheme is also conservative in the case of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (as opposed to periodic boundary conditions). However, this is not true as, for example, on the right boundary the term D x (D y (f )g) does not vanish. This is confirmed by the numerical experiments conducted in section 5. In the context of the present discussion let us, however, emphasize that this problem also exists for the finite difference scheme proposed by Arakawa.
Implementation
In order to implement and test our theoretical considerations we have to choose a set of orthogonal polynomials and derive the entries of the discrete derivative matrices. In this section we consider the Legendre polynomials and show how they are employed in our dG scheme. We establish the necessary notation and show the close connection to Gauss-Legendre quadrature which yields a natural discrete scalar product. Then we derive the matrix coefficients of discrete derivatives in one and two dimensions for periodic as well as for homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The Legendre polynomials
First, let us consider the one-dimensional case. For simplicity and ease of implementation we choose an equidistant grid with N cells of size h; with this choice we are able to construct basis functions of P (C n ), the space of polynomials of degree at most P − 1 on C n , by using orthogonal Legendre polynomials. The Legendre polynomials can be recursively defined on [−1, 1] by setting p 0 (x) = 1, p 1 (x) = x and (see e.g. [9] )
The so constructed Legendre polynomials are orthogonal on [−1, 1]. We write x a j and w j , j = 0, . . . , P − 1 denoting the abscissas and weights of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature on the interval [−1, 1]. Then we note that for k, l = 0, . . . , P − 1
since Gauss-Legendre quadrature is exact for polynomials of degree at most 2P − 1. The discrete completeness relation can then be written as
Given a real function f : [−1, 1] → R we define f j := f (x a j ) and
Now let us define the forward transformation matrix by F kj := 2k+1 2 w j p k (x a j ) and the backward transformation matrix by B kj := p j (x a k ). Then, using equation (16), we getf
We callf k the values of f in L-space and f j the values of f in X-space. 
where f nj are the elements of f , 1 ∈ R N ×N is the identity matrix and F, B ∈ R P ×P . Furthermore, we use ⊗ to denote the Kronecker product which is bilinear and associative. The discontinuous Galerkin expansion f h of a function f in the interval [a, b] can then readily be given as
where
The use of Legendre polynomials yields a natural approximation of the integrals of f via Gauss-Legendre quadrature
With this formulas we have a simple, accurate, and fast method to evaluate integrals. This is applied, for example, to compute errors in the L 2 -norm. We now define some useful quantities that simplify our notation (note that i, j = 0, . . . , P − 1)
Employing these relations we can write
and
Furthermore, we note that
In order to compute the elements of D ij we first note that D ij = 0 for i > j − 1 as ∂ x p j (x) is a polynomial of degree j − 1. Then we use integration by parts to show that
Therefore, we conclude that D ij = 1 − (−1) i+j for i ≤ (j − 1). We introduce the notation (22) and (25) mainly for ease of implementation. If a block-matrix class is written and the operations +, − and * are defined on it, the assembly of the derivative matrices is simplified to a large extend.
Discretization of the first derivatives
We are now in a position to write the discretization of f x = ∂ x f (x), as defined in equation (7), as a matrix-vector product that can easily be implemented. Inserting the standard numerical flux (10) we have
where we used that p nk (x n+1/2 ) ≡ p k (1) holds true for all n. Together with the previously defined quantities in (25) we can writē (26) and
We define
If our coefficients are given in X-space we note with the help of equation (24) are skew-symmetric matrices. From equation (28) we are now able to show the matrix representation of the one-dimensional discrete derivative for periodic and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions that can be used in the implementation
Note that for P = 1 we recover the centered finite difference approximation of the first derivative.
In this notation the local character of the dG method is apparent. To compute the derivative in one cell we only use values of neighboring cells. Therefore, the method is well suited for parallelization which we will exploit in our implementation. The generalization to two dimensions is straightforward. If we operate on the product space [x 0 , x 1 ] × [y 0 , y 1 ], all the matrices derived above can be readily extended via the appropriate Kronecker products. The space complexity of the matrices derived is O(P 2 N ) in one and O(P 3 N 2 ) in two dimensions. Finally, let us remark that we found it practical to always operate on coefficients in X-space, i.e. we use equation (31) for our implementations and thus use f rather thanf to represent the approximation. The function products, as necessary in the scheme proposed, are easily computed coefficient-wise in X-space, i.e. we use
to represent the corresponding products.
Numerical experiments I
In this section we present numerical experiments that verify our theoretical considerations. In addition, we briefly describe the implementation and efficiency of our GPU code and numerically show that the invariants of the Jacobian are indeed conserved for periodic boundary conditions.
Implementation
Our implementation follows modern C++ design principles [10] , which enable the separation of numerics and optimization through template metaprogramming. Note that only BLAS level 1 and 2 function kernels need to be written in order to implement our dG code. At this time both an OpenMP parallelized CPU and a GPU backend has been implemented based on the use of CUDA thrust and the cusp library [11, 12] . The advantage of this approach is that we can switch backends and support additional architectures without having to change the high level implementation of the numerical method.
Although there is still room for optimization, both on the GPU as well as on the CPU side, we observe good parallel efficiency of the code due to the high degrees of parallelism intrinsic to the discontinuous Galerkin discretization. We compare the average run time of a single evaluation of the Arakawa bracket on a Nvidia GeForce GTX 570 to an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3 1225 V2 using 4 threads. For the computation under consideration we fix N = 100 and vary P . The speedup is given by S = T CP U /T GP U and the result is shown in Table 1 . We observe a speedup of 2 to 6 in favor of the GPU dependent on problem size. As usual in scientific applications we employ double precision floating point numbers both on the CPU as well as on the GPU. 2 ), N is fixed to 100.
Conservation properties
Let us first consider the functions
. We fix P = 3 and N x = N y = 112. Then we numerically compute the Jacobian and compare the conservation properties for J ++ , J x+ , J +x as defined in equation (6) using periodic boundary conditions. In addition, we perform a computation with the discretized Jacobian that has been developed in this paper (for both periodic and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions). The result is shown in Table 2 . We observe that only the proposed discretization conserves all of the invariants in the case of periodic boundary conditions. In addition, we see that for all three invariants this conservation is violated for homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (as was expected from the theoretical considerations in section 3). Table 2 : Conservation properties of various discretization methods as defined in equation (6).
Numerical experiments II
In this section we present numerical simulations of the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (1) . For the discretization of the Laplacian we use the local discontinuous Galerkin method developed by [13] , which was later shown to have superconvergence properties for elliptic problems on Cartesian grids [14] . This approach is combined with the dG scheme proposed in this paper. The result is an implementation that completely relies on a dG discretization in space, i.e. we do not employ any continuous finite element methods to solve the Poisson equation (as is done in [8] , for example). In time we use a standard explicit three-step Adams-Bashforth method. The dG discretization of the Poisson equation leads to a symmetric matrix equation that we solve by using a conjugate gradient method. An initial guess is computed by extrapolating the solutions of the last two time steps. Since the conjugate gradient method is based on matrix-vector multiplications and vector additions, we can readily employ our previously implemented routines without modification.
We will first numerically evaluate the order of our method and then analyze the conservation properties of our numerical scheme in the context of the so called Lamb dipole.
Order of the dG method
Let us note that equations (1) 
which fulfills periodic as well as Dirichlet boundary conditions. We use this to numerically test the order of our discretization. We integrate from 0 to 2 respecting the CFL condition and compute absolute errors in the L 2 -norm, i.e.
for various values of P and N using equation (21b). The results are shown in Table 3 . We observe convergence of order P in all cases with P ≥ 2. For P = 1 and periodic boundaries we fall back to the finite difference discretization which explains the order 2 convergence in the finite diffusion case. For D = 0 Poisson's equation happens to be exactly solved which leads to an exact cancellation of errors. This, however, is not the case for a different numbers of cells (15 2 for example). In the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions we only achieve first order convergence.
The Lamb dipole
In order to test the conservation properties of the scheme developed in this paper we integrate the Lamb dipole [7] . The Lamb dipole is a stationary solution to the Euler equations (equation (1) with D = 0) in an infinite domain:
where r and θ are given in polar coordinates. The parameter U denotes the velocity of the dipole, J i is the i-th Bessel function of the first kind, R is the radius of the dipole, and λR is the first zero of J 1 which is given by λR = 3.83170597020751231561.
The dipole will be at rest in the frame of reference moving with constant velocity U in the negative y direction. A finite box will slightly decrease the actual velocity of the dipole. For the Lamb dipole the total vorticity exactly vanishes, while energy and enstrophy are exactly conserved. The integrals can be naturally evaluated Table 3 : Accuracy for the dG method proposed for various number of cells N and polynomial degrees in each cell P .
using Gauss-Legendre quadrature in our numerical scheme. We consider the following measure of error in these variables
Let us fix l x = l y = 1, U = 1 and R = 0.1. In order to evaluate the conservation properties of our proposed scheme in connection with a timestepping scheme, we choose P = 1 and N = 200 and integrate from 0 to 0.01 with the K-step Adams-Bashforth formula. The result is shown in Table 4 . We indeed recover order K for the K-step algorithm, except for K = 2, where error cancellations might explain the 3rd order convergence. We conclude that the errors originate in the time stepping algorithm only. Let us further remark that for higher order dG methods the CFL condition usually restricts the time step in such a manner that the errors in the conserved quantities are comparable to machine precision.
Finally, we present plots of the Lamb dipole at t = 0.5 for low and high order discretizations in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , respectively. We compare the simulation of the scheme proposed in this paper to the straightforward discretization of J ++ as given by equation (6) . The Lamb dipole should exactly keep its form during a simulation. We observe that for both the low and high order discretization the scheme developed in this paper achieves superior results in respecting the structure of the dipole. For the naive scheme unphysical oscillations are observed.
Conclusion
We have developed a novel conservative space discretization of the twodimensional Poisson bracket combining the well-known Arakawa scheme with a high order discontinuous Galerkin method. Together with an existing dG discretization for the Laplacian we were able to discretize the two dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes and Euler equations. Simulations confirm the high order and the conservative properties of our method. In addition, we have demonstrated that an efficient parallel implementation on both CPUs as well as GPUs can be attained.
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ε Ω order ε E order K = 1 (Euler method) 10 3.30E-003 - Figure 2: Vorticity plot of the Lamb Dipole at t = 0.5 for P = 4 and N = 50. Also in this high order simulation our novel discretization retains the dipolar form much better than the naive discretization.
